A techno-economic optimization study investigating optimal design and operating strategies of solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) micro-combined heat and power (CHP) 
Introduction
The accelerating development activity of solid oxide fuel cell technology has sparked interest in numerous power generation applications. The residential energy sector is one potential application for SOFCs and is responsible for nearly 22% of the total annual energy consumption in the U.S. ͓1͔ with over two-thirds of that energy consumption being used for low-efficiency space heating, domestic hot water, and air-conditioning ͓2͔. While the residential sector has substantial room for improvements in energy efficiency, it is also one of the most challenging markets to compete in. Despite the efficiency advantages of high temperature fuel cell systems for onsite combined heat and power ͑CHP͒ generation, the application requirements of low maintenance, high durability ͑or lifetime͒, low cost, and high efficiency are severe. The increasing understanding of SOFC technology cost and performance enables a timely study of assessing optimal system configurations, parameter selection, and identification of key technoeconomic parameters that will influence the success of SOFCbased micro-CHP systems in residential applications.
Fuel cell system performance characteristics are largely driven by cell-stack design parameters such as cell voltage, fuel utilization, operating temperature, and cathode gas temperature rise. Depending on where the fuel cell-stack is operated on its voltagecurrent characteristic, different proportions of electric and thermal outputs will be derived from the fuel cell system. Selection of fuel cell design parameters may either maximize power density or electric efficiency. The system design operating point strongly influences the capital costs of the major system hardware components, such as the SOFC stack, air blower, air preheater, and heat recovery equipment, and the operating costs, which are primarily associated with fuel consumption ͑or efficiency͒. The importance of techno-economic analyses, which utilize life-cycle costing, is the ability to quantify benefits of CHP operation and optimize a system design by judiciously taking into account the competing objectives of capital and operating cost minimization subject to the application constraints.
The objectives of the present work are to ͑1͒ quantitatively identify optimal SOFC system configurations for residential applications; ͑2͒ given an optimal configuration, select preferred operating parameters for the SOFC that minimize the life-cycle cost of the system; ͑3͒ quantify the importance of on-site cogeneration; and ͑4͒ establish the sensitivity of SOFC system costeffectiveness to various economic parameters toward developing an understanding of the economic viability of SOFCs in the U.S. residential energy sector. Given the cost and complexity of standalone power systems, this analysis focuses on fuel cell systems for grid-connected, medium-sized ͑ϳ200 m 2 ͒ single-family detached dwellings with access to pipeline natural gas. The analysis does not include potential environmental or economic benefits associated with emission reductions below that of conventional utilitysupplied power and heat technologies. The study also employs U.S. national average utility energy pricing rather than focusing on a single geographic region or utility provider.
The body of work on residential-scale fuel cell-based micro-CHP systems is increasing, and much effort to date has proceeded assuming a single fuel cell system configuration. Previous work on techno-economic modeling and analysis of residential-scale fuel cell systems has focused largely on PEM-based systems ͓3-5͔. Gunes and Ellis ͓4͔ presented an evaluation of a 4 kilowatt proton exchange membrane ͑PEM͒ fuel cell system with combined heat and power serving a residence. Their analysis focused on an evaluation of grid-independent, fuel cell systems in terms of energetic, economic, and environmental variables. The study worked from a specific design and performance of the PEM fuel cell system. Khandkar et al. ͓6͔ developed a techno-economic model for a simple SOFC electric-only system at the 25 kW scale. This work generated design performance maps that measured the effect of capital cost and cost-of-electricity for variations in operating cell voltage and fuel utilization. Baratto et al. ͓7, 8͔ examined the potential benefits of SOFC systems at the residential power scale but aimed toward truck auxiliary power unit applications and evaluated primarily in terms of a life-cycle assessment viewpoint. Hawkes and co-workers ͓9,10͔ performed studies on micro-SOFC-CHP systems for residential dwellings in the United Kingdom. In Ref. ͓9͔ , their work focused on techno-economic modeling of a SOFC stack and power conditioning system for energy cost minimization. The model accounted for the SOFC stack, power conditioning, and supplemental boiler and was exercised to optimize operating and application strategies for United Kingdom residential loads, not system design. In Ref. ͓10͔ , the authors explored the optimal size of a SOFC system and its sensitivity to changes in economic parameters such as net metering plans, fuel price, and component lifetimes. This study assumed a given simple SOFC-CHP system configuration and parameter settings. In an analogous manner, Alanne et al. ͓11͔ performed an assessment of micro-CHP residential systems using SOFCs for two different Canadian cities. Given a SOFC system configuration and operating characteristic, estimations regarding the sensitivity of SOFC economic sizing and competitiveness via payback analyses were made.
Methodology and Approach
Component and system models were developed that incorporate cost functions, which scale with both size and production volume. The detailed SOFC and balance-of-plant ͑BOP͒ models have been discussed elsewhere ͓12,13͔ and will only be briefly highlighted in Sec. 2.1. The basic approach is the integration of component cost functions with system models that predict SOFC-CHP energetic and economic performances. Of particular interest is the estimation of life-cycle costs that are influenced by first costs ͑capital, installation, etc.͒, operation and maintenance, fuel consumption, production volumes, system power rating, and by the choices of system configuration and SOFC operating parameters.
A comprehensive parametric optimization is carried out through a variation of system configurations and operating parameters, whereby optima are identified by the minimization or maximization of different life-cycle cost metrics. The optima are constrained by variable boundaries established from knowledge of residential application thermal and electrical energy requirements and practical SOFC operating parameters, such as operating temperature, voltage, fuel utilization, and fuel cell durability considerations.
A significant issue surrounding the use of fuel cells ͑and their efficiency͒ in residential applications is their ability to meet the highly noncoincident electric and thermal loads in either gridconnected or stand-alone configurations. That is, in either base load operation or electric load-following conditions, electricity and/or heat may be available when it is not needed or vice-versa. A key application parameter is the residential thermal-to-electric ratio ͑TER͒. The TER is the ratio of the thermal energy load or system output to the electrical demand. A TER may be based on space heating, space cooling, or domestic hot water demands within a residence, and its magnitude is highly dependent on location, building type, design, usage patterns, time of day, and time of year. The following design studies consider SOFC-based micro-CHP systems that produce TERs in the range 0.7-1.0 to be preferred for integration with residential domestic hot water systems ͓14͔. The annual hourly averaged residential electric load is estimated at 1.0 kW, and the average domestic hot water load at 1.1 kW. Actual residential electricity demand can reach peak values of 9 kW or more over shorter time intervals ͑e.g., 15 min periods͒. The grid-connected system approach in this study assumes that dynamic loads are handled by the utility thereby enabling a focus on steady-state design and analysis of the fuel cell system. The fuel cell operating mode is considered to be baseloaded at a nominal power level near the annual hourly average of 1.0 kW. Given the hourly average electrical load, the prototypical residence used herein consumes 8760 kWh of electrical energy per year. The techno-economic model only employs average hourly loads and assumes an electric capacity factor of 90% for the fuel cell to account for both maintenance downtime and the inability of the SOFC to serve a large fraction of the dynamic loads. Details on techno-economic modeling are provided in Sec. 2.2.
SOFC System
Modeling. The SOFC-CHP systems consist of pumping devices ͑blowers, ejectors, compressor, and water pump͒, gas-to-gas and gas-to-liquid heat exchangers, the fuel cellstack, fuel processing hardware ͑desulfurizer and reformer͒, catalytic combustor, and power conditioning device. Component models capable of accurately predicting the performance of the fuel cell-stack, reformer, and remaining BOP hardware were implemented. The baseline system configuration is depicted in Fig. 1 and has been explored from thermodynamic viewpoints in a previous study ͓12͔. A single-node ͑i.e., zero-dimensional͒ steadystate thermodynamic model is used for each of the system components with the exception of the solid oxide fuel cell-stack. Performance characteristics, such as blower and compressor efficiency, cell-stack voltage-current characteristics, and heat exchanger effectiveness, are included in the models. Air blower and fuel compressor isentropic efficiencies were set to 62.5% and 70%, respectively. The inverter was assumed to have an efficiency of 92% based on manufacturer's data ͓15͔. These models were integrated and solved using a general-purpose equation solver ͓16͔ to determine all the state point variables in the system. More detailed descriptions of the models, validation, and parameter settings can be found in Refs. ͓12,13͔.
The net heat loss from high temperature components within the SOFC system to the surroundings constituents a significant fraction of the fuel energy input to the system. An estimate of the amount of thermal energy lost from the hot module to the ambient was carried out on a cylindrical vessel containing the cell-stack, air and fuel preheaters, and combustor. A vessel diameter ͑0.5 m͒ equal to twice the cell-stack height and a length of 0.6 m were used to estimate the heat transfer area. The temperature within the module was estimated by averaging the nominal cell-stack and the combustor temperatures. The overall UA of the vessel was found to be about 0.541 W/K using 5 cm of silica aerogel insulation with a thermal conductivity of 0.03 W / m K and resulted in an approximate heat loss equal to 9% of the fuel heating value input to the system ͓12͔. Based on this estimate, the heat loss from the SOFC hot module to the ambient has been set to a value equal to 9% of the system fuel HHV energy input for each of the system configurations analyzed. The appropriateness of this setting was verified by observing that changes in the required vessel insulation thickness were less than 20% throughout the voltage-current operating envelope.
Cost Modeling.
Life-cycle costs. The purpose of the cost modeling effort is to provide appropriate objective functions for optimal selection of system configuration and system design parameters. The cost model incorporates the latest available production cost forecasts for SOFCs and system components. The model makes use of component capital and maintenance costs, utility energy prices ͑grid electricity and natural gas͒, interest and energy inflation rates, and system efficiency. As the perspective on economic competiveness of residential-scale fuel cell systems is influenced in part on whether the owner of the system is the utility/ energy service provider or the homeowner, two different life-cycle cost calculations were made: ͑1͒ the cost-of-electricity ͑COE͒ and ͑2͒ the life-cycle savings ͑LCS͒. Both COE and LCS functions may be based on either electric-only or CHP-systems where the value of the waste heat is accounted for.
In an electric-only application, the COE ͑expressed in US $/kWh͒ is written as
͑1͒
where the first term in Eq. ͑1͒ is associated with the capital costs, the second term with maintenance costs, and the final term with fuel costs. In Eq. ͑1͒, R F is the capital recovery factor, C sys,eo is the unit fuel cell system installed capital cost for electric-only systems in $/kW, CF e is the system electric capacity factor, A plant is the expected annual plant availability, MC j is the levelized annual maintenance cost of component j in $/kWh, F c is the unit fuel cost in $/therm, sys,e is the fuel cell system electric efficiency ͑higher heating value basis͒, and k 1 and k 2 are unit conversion constants. The levelized annual maintenance cost for each component j was estimated by determining the present worth of all replacement costs over the life of the power plant as follows:
where the numerator in Eq. ͑2͒ represents the present worth of annual payments for the replacement cost of component j replaced in years n 1 , n 2 , . . . utilizing an equipment cost inflation rate i infl and an interest rate i. Levelized maintenance costs were estimated by amortizing each of the expected service requirements over the life of the system. The SOFC stacks are assumed to have an operational life of 5 years ͑40,000 h͒ with a salvage value of 10% of the original investment. These considerations translate into a replacement of the entire fuel cell-stack two times during the 15 year plant life. The catalysts in the steam reformer and combustor are assumed to be replaced every 5 years ͑40,000 h͒ and the desulfurizer sorbent bed is replaced annually. In a CHP-system, the net cost-of-electricity must be offset by the amount of thermal energy recovered and utilized for either space or hot water heating. Ellis and Gunes ͓17͔ showed the COE for the CHP case to be determined by
͑3͒
where C sys,CHP is the unit fuel cell system installed cost for cogeneration systems in $/kW, C maint,CHP is the maintenance cost, H is the heating or thermal energy recovery efficiency, F th is the fraction of thermal energy from the fuel cell system that can be used, htg is the efficiency of the heating system that is displaced by the exported thermal energy from the fuel cell system, and k 1 and k 2 are unit conversion constants. CF e is defined as the kWh of electricity produced divided by the product of the rated capacity of the system and 8760 h/year. The product of F th and H is the net thermal energy conversion efficiency and is equivalent to ͑ CHP − sys,e ͒, where CHP is the system cogeneration efficiency.
Transmission and distribution costs do not factor into the cost-ofelectricity for on-site power generation. Employing a levelized maintenance cost and a heating capacity factor that accounts for situations where the heat that is available from the fuel cell system is not utilized, Eq. ͑3͒ is rewritten as 
͑4͒
where CF h is the annual average CHP-system heating capacity factor defined here as
In Eq. ͑5͒, Q HR is the amount of heat recovered from the fuel cell system at design conditions in kilowatt and Q load,avg is the average hourly residential thermal load ͑in this case, domestic hot water͒ in kilowatt. On an annual basis, the value of CF h must be less than 1. The life-cycle savings are computed from the difference between life-cycle cost estimates of the utility/energy provider services and the life-cycle costs of a solid oxide fuel cell system. That is,
The individual life-cycle cost terms ͑e.g., LCC SOFC ͒ are calculated by adapting the P 1 − P 2 method presented by Duffie and Beckman ͓18͔ for the case of grid-connected fuel cell power systems that may not supply 100% of the electricity and/or thermal energy requirements of a residence. In the P 1 − P 2 method, the life-cycle cost is considered to be the sum of two terms ͑LCC = P 1 F + P 2 C͒ that are proportional to the first year operating cost ͑F͒ and to the installed capital costs ͑C͒ of the system. The lifecycle cost of a SOFC power system is determined from LCC SOFC,j = P 1 ͑F SOFC,j + F utility,ngas ͒ + P 2 C sys,j Ẇ sys,net
where the subscript j refers to either an electric-only or a CHP type system, F SOFC is the annual fuel cost to operate the SOFC system, F utility,ngas is the annual natural gas fuel cost the utility charges to serve the thermal energy demand in the home, Ẇ sys,net is the rated power capacity of the SOFC system, and F utility,elec ͑1−CF e A plant ͒ is the net grid electricity cost to deliver power to the home that is not met by the fuel cell system. The constants P 1 and P 3 are present worth factors that depend primarily on the number of years that the equipment is expected to operate, the inflation rate for expenses related to operation ͑typi-cally the rate at which the cost of the fuel or electricity inflates͒, and the market discount rate. The constant of proportionality P 2 depends on many economic parameters, including the down payment on the first costs ͑capital and installation͒, the mortgage interest rate, the market discount rate, the term of the economic analysis, the salvage value of the equipment at the end of economic analysis period, and other economic factors related to first costs such as tax credits, property tax, maintenance, and depreciation. It is also important to note that the life-cycle cost employed in this analysis does not include any benefit of selling fuel cellproduced electricity back to the grid via a net metering plan. Such benefits are not cost-effective for the combined heat and power system owner when the total electricity produced exceeds the consumption over a billing cycle due to utility buyback rates that are typically lower than the cost of the natural gas supplied to the fuel cell system ͓19,20͔. In a conventional system, residential electrical energy and hot water demands are typically served with a gas-fired water heater and grid-supplied electricity. The life-cycle costs of the utility are determined from the relation LCC utility = P 1 F utility,ngas + P 3 F utility,elec ͑8͒
The annual energy costs ͑F͒ in Eqs. ͑7͒ and ͑8͒ are calculated from where in Eq. ͑10͒ the product term Q HR CF e A plant is zero for the LCC utility calculation, and Ė elec,avg in Eq. ͑11͒ is the annual hourly average electric load in kW and P elec is the annual average electricity price in $/kWh. Hydrogen fuel cost is estimated at $3.30/ kg H 2 per a U.S. Department of Energy study ͓21͔. The cost of hydrogen was based on steam methane reforming of natural gas with pressure swing adsorption and a national average industrial natural gas price of $0.0113/kWh. Residential natural gas prices for powering the micro-CHP SOFC system vary significantly with geographic location, and the base case is established at $1.00/therm or $0.03412/kWh. The utility price for electricity also varies significantly across the U.S. and the national average of $0.104/kWh in 2006 ͓22͔ was employed for the base case. The sensitivity of the results to variations in utility pricing is explored in this study.
Capital equipment costing. Component capital costs are dependent on both the production volume and capacity ͑or size͒ of the hardware. In order to test the sensitivity of the life-cycle costs to these variables, the cost model equations were formulated to be inclusive of both the economy of production and economy of scale. The basic formulation for estimating the cost of component i at production volume V is given as
is the reference cost for component i at some reference production volume V prod ref and known equipment size S i ref , and k and y are volume production and equipment size scaling parameters, respectively. The value of k has been assumed to be the same for all components in the system and was estimated at Ϫ0.1365 using data regression of system cost estimates by Mugerwa and Blomen ͓23͔ for different manufacturing volumes of molten carbonate and phosphoric acid fuel cell systems.
The bulk of the component costing is derived from studies by Arthur D. Little ͑ADL͒ ͓24͔ and Thijssen ͓25͔ on 5 kW SOFCbased auxiliary power units ͑APUs͒. Others have also presented cost studies ͓26-29͔ for fuel cell systems; however, the 2001 ADL and 2007 Thijssen studies remain as the most comprehensive for planar SOFC power systems at this scale. The SOFC stack manufacturing costs utilized herein are based on anode-supported planar cells with metallic interconnects. The reference unit cell design is comprised of a Ni/Zr cermet anode ͑700 m thick͒, an yttria-stabilized zirconia ͑YSZ͒ electrolyte ͑10 m͒, a strontiumdoped lanthanum manganite ͑LSM͒ cathode ͑50 m͒, and a metallic interconnect. The interconnect material is dependent on the cell operating temperature and is either a high temperature stainless steel ͑Յ700°C͒, a superalloy metal ͑700-900°C͒, or a La Chromite ceramic ͑Ͼ900°C͒. The area specific cost of the complete cell-stack module consisting of repeat unit cells ͑electrode-electrolyte-interconnect assembly͒ and balance of stack components ͑compression, seals, manifolds, etc.͒ was estimated at about $472/ m 2 for production volumes of 500,000 stacks/year ͓24͔. However, this cost is based on stainless steel interconnect materials, which is not considered sufficiently robust for stationary
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Transactions of the ASME SOFC fuel cell systems whose life requirement is substantially longer than APU-based systems and where the average cell temperature is expected to be greater than 700°C. Therefore the cost of the fuel cell-stack was increased by a net of 40% over the ADL value for operating temperatures above 700°C, but less than 850°C, by taking into account cost factor increases associated with a Haynes 230-class interconnect ͓30͔ and the percentage of total stack cost that is associated with the interconnect itself ͓25͔.
For operation above 850°C, the cost was increased by 80% of the ADL value for utilization of a ceramic interconnect. The physical cell area is 100 cm 2 and the cell electroactive area is 81 cm 2 with a cell pitch of 2 cells/cm.
The fuel processing hardware is dependent on the system configuration and may include a fuel compressor, a desulfurizer ͑sor-bent bed͒, a catalytic steam reformer ͑CSR͒ with integral fuel preheater, a mixer/ejector, and either an anode recycle device or a steam boiler and water pump ͑see Fig. 1͒ . The CSR reference cost was based on a 2002 study by TIAX ͓31͔ and the capital cost of the CSR was made dependent on the amount of conversion in the reformer and the mass flow of fuel gas to be reformed. The cost equation is modified from general equation ͑12͒ slightly to account for the extent of conversion ͑͒ in the reformer
where varies between 0.1 and 1.0 and is set to 0.1 for conversions less than 0.1 ͑i.e., for internal reforming ͑IR͒ Ͼ90%͒.
The cost scaling exponent of 0.67 in Eq. ͑13͒ is determined from nonlinear regression of fuel processing cost data as a function of system power output presented by Lundberg ͓26͔ for commercial-scale ͑from 50 kW to 1 MW͒ stationary SOFC systems fueled from natural gas. The component unit costs for the baseline system configuration of Fig. 1 are provided in Table 1 along with a summary of the general component cost equations formulations.
Centrifugal air blower types are often used in fuel cell applications and given the low flow, high pressure rise requirement, offthe-shelf blowers are not typically available. However, due to the numerous demonstration systems, cathode blower costs are becoming well-established and have been estimated at $120/kW of net system power for the baseline system configuration. Cathode recycle blowers are presently in the design and development stage and are not yet available due to their high temperature service requirements. Nevertheless, the cost of recycle blower technology is continuously being explored ͑e.g., via the DOE SECA program͒ and has been estimated at three times the centrifugal air blower cost ͓32͔. Air filter cost is considered as fixed at $10/kW. Fuel compressor, desulfurizer, anode and cathode ejectors, air preheater, and catalytic combustor costing are also derived from the ADL study. The desulfurizer cost estimate is based on lowtemperature sorbent bed technology. Air preheater cost estimates in Ref. ͓24͔ are based on high temperature stainless steels. However, as the use of a superalloy, such as Haynes 230, is anticipated for most systems where long life at elevated temperature is required this cost has been increased by an effective cost factor of 2.8 ͓30͔.
The hot water storage tank was sized at 60 gal ͑225 l͒ based on a previous study of peak hourly tank water temperatures for prototypical household water demand over the course of 8760 h ͓13͔. The tank cost estimate was linearly scaled from 75 gal ͑300 l͒ tank cost data ͓33͔. Power conditioning costs were generated by utilizing the DOE unit cost target of $150/kW at 500,000 unit produc- tion volumes and scaling down to 50,000 units/year production levels. Miscellaneous balance-of-plant and fabrication and assembly cost estimates were taken from the ADL study ͓24͔ and installation costs were assumed fixed at $300 ͑ϳ25% of system capital cost͒ and do not include grid-connection fees.
The total capital cost of the system is determined by summing each of the component contributions
The capital cost model estimates a system unit cost of $2268/kW for the CHP-system with hot water production shown in Fig. 1 , and a cost of $1860/kW for an electric-only version ͑no heat recovery hardware͒ of the baseline system configuration. Cost model benchmarking. Significant uncertainty exists in estimating equipment and system costs, especially for small capacities as required for residential-scale systems. Factors, such as component size and availability, raw material price volatility, hardware technology status, purchase volumes, and service life and temperature requirements will affect hardware cost estimates. Nevertheless, system cost estimates that take into account economies of scale and production can be made to within about Ϯ30% of the actual system cost. Despite the large uncertainties in system cost estimates, the utility of this type of analysis lies in the relative changes in capital and operating costs due to changes in system design configurations, operating parameters, and application operating strategies. Uncertainty in the relative economic change between system configurations is estimated at 5-10%.
Cost predictions for the SOFC system were compared against literature data and found to be within 5-10%. For SOFC systems in the 3-10 kW-class, DOE SECA teams have reported system unit capital costs ranging from $741/kW to $774/kW for production volumes of 50,000 units/year ͓34,35͔. These units do not include ac inverters and heat recovery hardware. The cost model utilized in this study predicts a system capital cost of $815/kW for a comparable 5 kW SOFC system operating at a power density of 0.4 W / cm 2 .
2.3 Performance Definitions. SOFC cell-stack efficiency, net system electric efficiency, and system cogeneration efficiency used throughout the present work are defined as
where Ẇ dc is the stack dc power developed, Ẇ ac,net is the net system ac power, Q HR is the amount of thermal energy from the SOFC system exhaust gas converted to low-grade ͑60°C͒ hot water, ṅ fuel,in is the molar system fuel flow rate, and HHV fuel is the fuel higher heating value.
The in-cell fuel utilization refers to the amount of fuel electrochemically oxidized in the anode compartment of the cell-stack. When anode gas recycle ͑AGR͒ is used, the system fuel utilization is evaluated at the system fuel input boundary and is different in magnitude than the in-cell utilization. Both utilizations are defined as follows where ṅ j refers to the molar flow rate of the species of interest:
The amount of stoichiometric air for hydrogen-and methanefueled systems is calculated using the following respective relations: where the molar flow rates in Eq. ͑19͒ are taken at the system feed to the plant. The total airflow to the system is significantly greater than the stoichiometric requirements and is determined via energy balances that include the magnitude of the cell polarizations, the amount of internal reforming, and the allowable air temperature rise in the cathode.
Optimization Study of SOFC-CHP System Configurations
The integrated thermo-economic system models are used in a parametric optimization study to ͑1͒ identify a residential-scale SOFC-CHP system concept that offers the lowest life-cycle costs, ͑2͒ select optimal SOFC operating parameters for the identified system configuration, and ͑3͒ evaluate life-cycle cost sensitivities to a variation in economic parameters. The system configurations investigated focus on concepts related to reactant gas processing via external and internal reformings of methane ͑natural gas͒, as well as anode and cathode gas recirculations. The impact of fuel type ͑hydrogen versus natural gas͒ on system life-cycle cost is also examined.
Five different system configurations are explored and are denoted as follows: Case ͑1͒ hydrogen-fueled, Case ͑2͒ methanefueled with waste heat boiler, Case ͑3͒ methane-fueled with cathode gas recycle ͑CGR͒ and waste heat boiler, Case ͑4͒ methanefueled with AGR, and Case ͑5͒ integration of CGR, AGR, and IR concepts. The analyses are carried out for a system that produces a fixed net ac power output of 1.235 kW when operating a SOFC stack at a nominal temperature of 800°C, an average cell voltage of 0.7 V/cell, a design cathode air temperature rise, ⌬T air , of 100°C, and a system fuel utilization of 85%. The SOFC power output was selected so that a system annual average electric capacity factor of 90% could be obtained over the 5 year life of the SOFC stack.
Detailed energetic and technical performance evaluations of the system configurations in Cases 1-5 have been reported previously ͓12͔. They are briefly reviewed here for the case of a specified net power of 1.235 kW to complement the subsequent life-cycle cost discussion. A process and performance description for hydrogenfueled systems ͑Case 1͒ is first presented followed by the methane-fueled system configurations beginning with the baseline system ͑Case 2a͒. Process flowsheets are provided in Figs. 1-3 , and a summary of key performance parameters is given in Table  2 .
3.1 Hydrogen-Fueled SOFC-CHP System Description. Figure 2 depicts a process flow diagram for a conceptual hydrogen-fueled SOFC system operating near atmospheric pressure with heat recovery ͑Case 1a͒ and cathode gas recycle ͑Case 1b͒. Process flow data with component pressure drop data for Case 1b are also included in this figure. Depending on the method of hydrogen production, delivery, and storage, the system may not require a fuel-side compressor, but one is assumed in this configuration. A low-pressure hydrogen-rich fuel mixture ͑97% H 2 and 3% H 2 O͒ at 15°C enters the system and is compressed and preheated to 700°C before admittance to the cell-stack assembly, which operates at a nominal temperature of 800°C. Air with a stoichiometric ratio of 11 enters at station 5 and is preheated to
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Transactions of the ASME 731°C before delivery to the cathode compartment of the cellstack. The SOFC module contains a 41-cell stack operating at 0.75 V/cell that produces 1.78 kW of dc power, which is inverted to ac. After parasitic power consumption by the air blower and fuel compressor, 1.235 kW net ac is generated by the system for an overall HHV efficiency of 30.0% ͑35.5%-LHV͒. Depleted anode gas products exit the stack and catalytically combust using cathode exhaust to obtain a temperature of 841°C. The product gas stream is cooled to just above 169°C by reactant preheat duties. The remaining thermal energy content of the product gas is used to heat water from a temperature of 15°C to less than 60°C in a heat recovery heat exchanger that functionally serves as a water preheat tank. Approximately 1.2 kW of low-grade heat in the form of domestic hot water could be recovered from the product gas. However, given that the average domestic hot water load is 1.1 kW, only this amount can be utilized. The system exhausts to the atmosphere at a temperature near 54°C for an overall cogeneration efficiency of 56.6% ͑67.2%-LHV͒. Cathode gas recycle is incorporated via an ejector operating at 20% efficiency 1 in Case 1b. The pressure drop in the recycle loop is 30 mbars, which, when coupled with the ejector efficiency operating point, sets the primary driving pressure required at the ejector inlet. Approximately 85% by mass of the cathode exhaust is recirculated, which reduces stack power density by about 10% and eliminates the air preheater duty ͑an air preheater of some capacity is likely during system startup͒ and the associated pressure drop with this component. Overall, there is a reduction of 85% in system air input and a net reduction of about 18% in the blower power requirement. Net cathode blower power reduction is largely due to the reduced airflow. The positive net reduction in blower power is further made possible by the mitigation of required blower pressure rise associated with eliminating the air preheater. Another benefit of cathode recycle is that it significantly increases the temperature level available for waste heat recovery ͑station 11͒; in this case by almost 600°C. System electric efficiency is improved to 31.8% and CHP efficiency to 60.2%.
Baseline
Methane-Fueled SOFC-CHP System Description. The "baseline" design case for this study is a methane-fueled SOFC system ͑Case 2a͒ with heat recovery operating near atmospheric pressure with 100% external reforming as shown in Fig. 1 . In this configuration, a waste heat boiler provides superheated steam at 5 bars and at a steam-to-carbon ratio of 2:1 for the external reformer. The boiler is located immediately downstream of the fuel reformer to ensure that a pinch temperature of 17°C or greater ͓26͔ is achieved. Air delivered to the system is preheated to 723°C before delivery to the cathode compartment of the cell-stack. The SOFC module operates at a nominal temperature of 800°C and 0.70 V/cell to produce 1.9 kW of dc power. The air blower consumes about 0.50 kW to supply the cooling air at 315 mbars, and 1.235 kW net ac power is generated at an overall system HHV efficiency of 33.6% ͑37.3%-LHV͒. Approximately 330 W of heat is rejected from the insulated hot zone of the system, effectively reducing the combustor exit temperature below its adiabatic value. A large fraction of the thermal energy in the combusted product gas is required for the fuel processing reactions in the reformer. After the air preheater, the low-grade heat ͑ϳ100°C͒ is further cooled to about 51°C in the hot water heating system to provide 0.63 kW of 60°C water. The system is capable of an overall cogeneration efficiency of only 50.6% ͑57%-LHV͒. Note that the efficiency of the baseline system configuration operating on methane fuel with an external steam reformer exceeds that of the hydrogen-fueled SOFC system, even though the hydrogen supplied to Case 1 was energetically "free." The performance advantage is due to the use of high grade thermal energy to steam reform the fuel and, thereby, liberate or produce additional hydrogen for electrochemical oxidation from the supply of water to the system ͓12͔.
Case 2b employs 100% internal reforming, respectively, and performance summary data can be found in Table 2 . As the amount of internal reforming increases, the system airflow and blower parasitic power reduce allowing electric efficiency performance to reach 41.1% ͑45.6%-LHV͒ and CHP efficiency to 55.9% ͑62.4%-LHV͒. Cell power density is diminished by about 6% going from 0.407 W / cm 2 to 0.388 W / cm 2 .
Methane-Fueled SOFC-CHP System With CGR.
Cathode gas recycle as a system concept offers the advantage of reducing the size of the air preheater and blower components; thereby, reducing the system cost and increasing the temperature level of the exhaust gas stream that is available for thermal energy recovery. The system configuration of Case 3 is nearly identical to that of Case 2 shown in Fig. 1 with the exception that the boiler is preferentially located after the air preheater rather than before it, and an ejector ͑with recycle loop͒ is placed immediately downstream of the air preheater ͑see Fig. 2 , for example͒ and operates with the same ejector efficiency of 20% as the hydrogen system. A comparison of the baseline system ͑Case 2a͒ and Case 3a reveals that airflow and parasitic power are reduced, and system electric efficiency is increased by 2% and CHP efficiency by 14%.
The TER of Case 3a also increases from 0.51 to 0.65. The addition of internal reforming and cathode gas recycle in the system concept of Case 3b enables an electric efficiency of nearly 42% to be achieved through large reduction in system airflow, but lowers the amount of thermal energy recovered as the change in 1 Ejector efficiency is defined as ejector = ͑V 2 / V 1 ͒ · ͑P 2 ·ln͑P 3 / P 2 ͒ / ͑P 1 − P 3 ͒͒ where V is the volumetric flow rate and P is the static pressure at the denoted location in the ejector. Subscripts 1, 2, and 3 refer to the primary driving flow ͑fresh air͒, the secondary flow ͑recycle͒, and the mixed flow at the ejector outlet, respectively. 
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Transactions of the ASME TER from 0.65 to 0.21 shows. The increase in electric efficiency also results in a system heat loss of only 265 W-a reduction of about 20% from the baseline system. The combined effects of oxygen dilution on the cathode side and 100% internal reforming on the anode side of the SOFC serve to reduce cell-stack power density by almost 20% from the baseline system configuration. Case 4b combines 100% internal reforming with anode gas recycle and improves the system electric efficiency by nearly 9% over Case 4a and the CHP efficiency is raised to 66.6% as a result of the reduced cooling airflow and associated parasitic power. A 68% reduction in the required cooling airflow is obtained by virtue of adding internal reforming into the system operation; the airflow reduction also reduces the system TER by 35%. Detailed process flowsheet parameters for Case 4b system configuration are provided in Fig. 3. 
Methane-Fueled SOFC-CHP System With Internal
Reforming and Cathode and Anode Gas Recycles. Case 5 depicted in Fig. 3 was the final system configuration studied and combines internal reforming, anode recycle ͑62% by mass͒, and cathode recycle ͑77% by mass͒. Significant system simplification is achieved with the incorporation of these system concepts, and Table 2 shows that at 1.235 kW net power output, an electric efficiency of 41.4% ͑45.9%-LHV͒, a CHP efficiency of 70.0%, and a TER of 0.69 are achieved. System heat loss from the hardware hot zone is minimized to less than 270 W. The combined effects of internal reforming and recycle of depleted electrode gases result in a lower SOFC stack power density ͑0.35 W / cm 2 ͒ than Cases 2 and 4. However, the use of anode gas recycle mitigates the reduction in stack power density normally associated with internal reforming operation as evidenced in a comparison of Cases 2a and 2b.
Establishing an Optimal SOFC-CHP System
Configuration. The analysis of the various system configurations indicates that systems incorporating internal reforming provide the highest electric efficiency, while those also utilizing SOFC exhaust gas recycle increase the system TER to improve the match with residential domestic hot water requirements in U.S. households. While energetic performance analysis of the system configurations given in Cases 1-5 is insightful, by itself, it is insufficient in distinguishing between preferred system designs. Life-cycle cost estimation is far more revealing in terms of establishing optimal configurations and identifying key parameter sensitivities.
Although the cost-of-electricity as given in Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑4͒ amortizes the capital and maintenance costs of the power generator over its life, the metric is more representative of the equivalent electricity price to be charged over a specified period of time, such as winter or summer season. In contrast, the life-cycle costs as given by Eqs. ͑6͒-͑8͒ estimate the net present worth of capital and operating costs over the life of the system. Reference economic parameters utilized in the cost estimation are summarized in Table  3 , and the normalized capital cost, cost-of-electricity, and lifecycle costs for each of the system configurations are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows that internal reforming-based systems offer the lowest capital cost, and the addition of waste heat recovery hardware and control can add over 20% to the capital cost. Hydrogen-fueled systems are lower in capital cost ͑by as much as 45%͒ as expected given the reduced number of system components ͑see inset of Fig. 4͒ . This plot also shows that capital cost comparisons are not particularly revealing in terms of system differentiation as the internal reforming Cases 2b, 3b, 4b, and 5 have similar expected costs.
The normalized cost-of-electricity plot of Fig. 5͑a͒ reveals that from a third party owner perspective, systems with anode gas recycle and internal reforming offer the lowest CHP-based COE compared with the baseline configuration. Interestingly, the value of the recovered heat varies for each system and is found to be negative 2 in cases involving internal reforming without anode gas recycle ͑Cases 2b and 3b͒. In these cases, the increase in system capital and maintenance cost cannot be successfully overcome by the gain in CHP efficiency. The value of the waste heat ranges from -$0.005/kWh to $0.035/kWh. In contrast, due to the high fuel cost of hydrogen, systems utilizing hydrogen as a fuel ͑Case 1͒ experience COEs that are up to 80% higher than the baseline electric-only system. The COE penalty for hydrogen-fueled SOFC-CHP systems is only 10-20% above the baseline CHP case configuration. However, it should be noted that this result is due in part to the fact that the CHP-based COE estimate assumes that hydrogen also fuels the domestic hot water heater. Clearly conclusions drawn from cost comparisons between hydrogen-fueled and methane-fueled systems are suspect as the relative fuel costs for either system are highly uncertain and depend on projections that may be decades in the future. Nevertheless, were hydrogen-based systems to be installed in the near future with access to fuel delivery at prices targeted by DOE ͑ϳ$3.30/ kg H 2 ͒, sizable energy cost increases over natural gas would be expected without incentives.
The plots of normalized life-cycle costs of the various system configurations in Fig. 5͑b͒ demonstrate a very similar trend as the plot for COE. One prime difference between these two metrics is that LCC analysis shows that CHP-systems offer reduced costs from electric-only systems in all cases. This advantage arises from the offset fuel costs that are realized as a result of on-site cogeneration. As with COE-based analysis, systems incorporating both anode recycle and internal reforming offer the lowest life-cycle cost due to efficiency improvements and first cost reductions. In general, life-cycle costs are up to 30% lower for CHP-systems than electric-only based configurations due to the value of the waste heat recovery that offsets utility gas consumption.
Breakdowns of the contributions of fuel, operation and maintenance ͑O&M͒, and capital to the total COE and LCC objective functions are shown in Fig. 6 . For life-cycle costs, the O&M costs are estimated as a function of the first costs of the system and are included in the capital cost segment of the bar plot. Additionally, since these cost analyses are for grid-connected systems, some amount of electricity and fuel is purchased from the utility to meet the total energy demand of the residence. These contributions are only relevant for the LCC function and are denoted by "U. Electric" and "U.Fuel." The portion of the life-cycle cost used to supply fuel to the fuel cell system is denoted as "FC Fuel." Over half of the cost-of-electricity for the baseline case as shown in Fig.   2 The value of heat is estimated as the difference between COE eo − COE CHP . 6͑a͒ is influenced by the fuel cost to operate the SOFC system. When the value of the waste heat recovered for domestic hot water usage is accounted for, the fuel portion of the COE is reduced, but still represents half of the total. O&M cost contributes less than 15% of the total COE. A breakdown of the LCC contributions indicates a similar trend as that of the COE. As Fig. 6͑b͒ shows, the relative breakdowns of COE and LCC contributions are not significantly changed by moving to an optimal system configuration such as that given by Case 5, despite life-cycle cost reductions of up to 30%. Given the uncertainty of relative cost estimates ͑5-10%͒ between system configurations, neither COE nor LCC analyses clearly identify an optimal configuration among Cases 3b, 4b, and 5. A closer examination at these three potential system configurations using LCS ͑see Eq. ͑6͒͒ is shown in the bar plot of Fig. 7 . When normalizing the life-cycle savings to that of the Case 3b system configuration, Case 4b obtains an increase of over 50% in life-cycle savings and Case 5 achieves an increase of over 80%. This comparison suggests that Case 5 offers the most optimal life-cycle benefits relative to other system configurations and that the intersection of both high efficiency and lowest cost can be obtained. In addition to life-cycle economic benefits, it is also useful to balance these results against a qualitative understanding of the technical risks and uncertainties in system design.
Additional Considerations in Optimal System Design.
The viability of the various system configurations is also dependent on the hardware availability, durability, and control complexity. For example, in practice, the use of a gas ejector for recycle of cathode gases can be problematic to implement due to poor controllability of the amount of recycle throughout the operating envelope. Off-design operability may also require a small air preheater to ensure air temperature control at the stack inlet if recycle performance is poor. As has been previously reported ͓12͔, systems incorporating high temperature recycle blowers would accomplish much of the same effect as that of an ejector through the reduction in air preheater duty and reduced overall parasitic power. While high temperature recycle blowers are another possible consideration for use in SOFC systems, the service temperature requirements are severe and capital and maintenance cost increases can be substantial ͓32͔. Furthermore, reliability is critical in residential power systems and additional risks with BOP hardware still under development should be minimized. Considerations of control complexity, reliability, and cost risk tend to mitigate the calculated benefits of a Case 5 system configuration. Thus, the system design of Case 4b is explored further in terms of optimal operating parameter selection using life-cycle cost minimization.
Selection of Optimal SOFC Operating Parameters
SOFC stack operating parameters of interest include nominal cell voltage, fuel utilization, cell temperature, and allowable cathode air temperature rise. Optimal selection of each of these parameters involves observing constraints, such as minimum airflow requirements ͑i.e., Ն1͒, and recognition that these parameters are not independent of one another. Additional considerations involve the practical realities of the relationships between cell life/ durability and these parameters.
Optimal Cell Voltage and Fuel Utilization.
The influence of a variation in cell voltage and fuel utilization on system efficiency and the number of cells in the SOFC stack required to meet the 1.235 kW net ac power load is shown in Fig. 8͑a͒ . As the nominal cell voltage is increased in the Case 4b system configuration, system efficiency increases and cell power density is lowered. Over the range of cell voltage explored, the system efficiency increases from 31%-to 51%-HHV, and the number of cells in the SOFC stack increases by over 300%. The implications of these trends in terms of normalized life-cycle costs for both electric-only and CHP-systems are explored in the plots depicted in Fig. 8͑b͒ . Life-cycle fuel costs are reduced with increasing cell voltage by an amount greater than incremental increases in system first costs associated with the fuel cell-stack. This trend continues until the increase in the capital cost due to the increasing number of cells in the stack to produce the required amount of power ͑i.e., cell power density͒ offsets the efficiency gains. For fuel utilizations of 85%, optimum cell voltages are observed at 0.685 V and Transactions of the ASME 0.76 V for CHP and electric-only systems, respectively. As Fig.  8͑b͒ shows, The CHP-configuration demonstrates a 1-12% lower life-cycle cost depending on selection of cell voltage. When system fuel utilization is decreased from 85% to 75%, life-cycle costs increase throughout the voltage range for the electric-only system, as lowering fuel utilization not only increases cell power density ͑reduces capital cost͒ but also reduces system efficiency. In the case of CHP-configurations, the reduction in electric efficiency due to lower fuel utilization can be offset by the increase in waste heat recovery so that a fuel utilization of 75% ultimately yields the lowest LCC at a cell voltage of 0.75 V. Simultaneous exploration of the cell voltage and fuel utilization parameter space indicates that a global optimum is likely at 0.75 V and 75% fuel utilization for the Case 4b system operating with the settings given in Table 3 . For systems intended for electric-only applications, the minimum LCC favors higher design point cell voltage and higher fuel utilizations, while a balance is struck between voltage and fuel utilization for CHP-systems.
Optimal Cell
Temperature and Air Temperature Rise. Increasing cell operating temperature reduces the cell polarizations and results in improved efficiency performance as Fig. 9͑a͒ shows. The cost model incorporates the change in SOFC stack and air recuperator material requirements as operating temperature is altered up or down from its nominal value of 800°C and the cell model responds to changes in cell resistance due to changes in operating temperature. Figure 9͑a͒ illustrates that as the nominal cell operating temperature is increased from 700°C to 850°C, the normalized LCC is decreased by as much as 10%. This figure also shows the sensitivity of LCC to changes in cell voltage and temperature. When the operating voltage is increased from its baseline value of 0.7 V/cell to 0.75 V/cell at a given temperature, the LCC is reduced. This characteristic is largely due to the benefits of reduced fuel costs from increased operating efficiency. Furthermore, capital cost increases with higher operating temperature can be mitigated or even reduced as second order effects such as re-duced airflow, and, therefore, reduced air preheater duty and cost compensate for higher SOFC capital costs. However, Fig. 9͑a͒ reveals that the benefits of selecting a higher design cell voltage diminish with increasing operating temperature as gains in cell efficiency and airflow reduction are nonlinear and are ultimately bounded by the minimum system airflow requirements.
The variation of life-cycle costs is also analyzed for changes in design air temperature rise across the cathode. This analysis assumes that it is possible to achieve acceptable levels of thermally induced internal cell stresses due to the increased cell temperature gradient via stack and/or cell design strategy. The plots in Fig.  9͑b͒ are generated by maintaining the nominal cell operating temperature at 800°C, but altering the allowable cathode air temperature rise across the cell. An increase in cell temperature rise from 75°C to 200°C reduces the LCC metric by 4% for a nominal 0.7 V/cell condition and by less than 2% for a 0.75 V/cell operating point. It is further observed that the use of 100% internal reforming and operation at higher cell voltages leads to LCC optima constrained by minimum airflow requirements. Figure 9 shows that, in general, the opportunity to reduce LCC of the system design is greater for increases in cell operating temperature than for increasing the allowable air temperature rise.
Global Optima.
Locating the minimum CHP LCC for Case 4b system configuration involved a comprehensive parametric analysis that constrained optima to system airflows with stoichiometric ratios of at least 1.4 ͑i.e., Ն1.4͒. This value of excess air is somewhat arbitrary but is intended to provide design margin, allowing for changes in airflow requirements as the cell-stack voltage decays over its life. Parametric optimization over the parameter space of 0.6 V/cell to 0.8 V/cell, 69% to 92% fuel utilization, 700°C to 850°C cell temperature, and 75°C to 200°C air temperature rise reveals several LCC optima within less than 2% of each other. The global minimum was found at 0.7 V/cell, 0.75U f , 850°C cell temperature, and 175°C cathode air temperature rise. At these operating conditions, the system LCC ͑ =0.673͒ is reduced by about 33% below the baseline system configuration value. System electric efficiency performance is about 40% and CHP efficiency is 69% at these SOFC parameter settings, and the required cell power density is 0.42 W / cm 2 with a minimized stoichiometric airflow of = 1.4. The analysis results suggest that the optima are driven toward solutions that maximize cell temperature and air temperature rise, minimize cell voltage and fuel utilization, and approach or reside at the constraint of minimum airflow. Within a given material temperature range, maximizing cell temperature achieves increases in system efficiency, cell power density, and a decrease in SOFC capital cost. Increasing the cathode air temperature rise lowers BOP capital cost and increases system efficiency through reductions in air blower parasitic power, but in increments that are smaller than those gained by elevation of cell temperature. Reduction in cell voltage and, hence, system efficiency ͑see Fig. 8͑b͒͒ can be overcome by increases in cell temperature and allowable air temperature rise. These observations indicate that the optimal values of LCC are achieved by maximizing system efficiency and minimiz- Transactions of the ASME ing the number of cells in the stack ͑the highest capital cost component͒ until parameter constraints in cell temperature, ⌬T cathode , or air are reached. Practical considerations in selection of SOFC design parameters are heavily influenced by cell life and durability. Raising cell temperatures and lowering design voltages ͑increasing current density͒ generally reduce cell life ͓36͔. Furthermore, a 40,000 h SOFC stack with an average voltage degradation rate of 0.5%/ 1000 h will decay on the order of 160 mV/cell from beginningof-life to end-of-life. Thus, end-of-life current densities must be higher to satisfy the same power demand at the beginning-of-life. The systems-level perspective must account for the increased reactant flows at the end-of-life and this may ultimately provide little leeway in the selection of cell voltage. For the purposes of this analysis, it is insightful to quantify the benefits without such restrictions by assuming that cell voltage parameter exploration is essentially one of the median cell voltage design conditions ͑i.e., middle-of-life performance͒.
Additional Considerations for Optimal Design of SOFCs in Residential Applications
A comparison of the normalized life-cycle costs for all of the system configurations given in Table 2 with a conventional residential energy system that supplies heat and power by a natural gas-fired water heater and utility grid power, respectively, is presented in Fig. 10 . The LCCs are normalized to the conventional system for production volumes of 50,000 units/year, and the results show that only the optimized SOFC-CHP system achieves life-cycle costs lower than the conventional system at the ϳ1.2 kW scale. As the figure illustrates, residential SOFC systems can be cost competitive in a business-as-usual economic environment only when the system design is properly optimized. It is also important to recognize that these results employ national average utility pricing, and, therefore, the economic viability of SOFC-CHP systems at this scale has a geographic dependence. The techno-economic optimal system design is influenced by the economies of production and scale. The sensitivity of the system LCC and LCS to these variables is explored next.
Sensitivity of LCC to Economy of Production and
Scale. The variation of life-cycle cost with changes in production volume is depicted in Fig. 11͑a͒ . It is interesting to note that by increasing the production rate from the base case of 50,000 units/ year to 1 ϫ 10 6 units/ year, the 25% reduction in capital cost that is achieved translates into a life-cycle cost reduction of only 6%. In a similar fashion, Fig. 11͑b͒ illustrates that the economy of scale in moving from a 1 kW SOFC-CHP system to a 10 kW system produces a decrease in system capital cost of 40%, but yields only a 10% decrease in life-cycle costs ͑assuming an Fig. 9 The effect of cell temperature and air temperature rise on normalized SOFC-CHP LCC: "a… LCC versus cell temperature and "b… LCC versus cathode air temperature rise Fig. 10 Comparison of SOFC-CHP and conventional system life-cycle costs equivalent ten times increase in thermal and electric loads by the application͒. Thus, the net effect of capital cost reduction in lifecycle costs follows an approximate ratio of 4:1. The characteristic of system power rating versus capital cost shown in Fig. 11͑b͒ suggests that preferred system capacities are at least 10 kW in size. Additionally, while not shown, the large reduction in capital cost with increasing system size also produces significant gains in system life-cycle savings.
Life-Cycle Savings.
The techno-economic performance of all the ϳ1.2 kW system configurations analyzed ͑Cases 1-5͒ operating under the parameters summarized in Table 3 yields negative life-cycle savings ͑see Fig. 10͒ . The optimal configuration and parameter selection achieve positive life-cycle savings, although only marginally so for the average utility pricing given in Table 3 . As system power rating increases, the life-cycle savings increase in a proportion that is significantly greater than the change in system size. For example, the life-cycle savings of serving a 2 kW household with a nonoptimized Case 4b system configuration with anode gas recycle operating at 90% capacity factor is estimated to be $960; or alternatively, a unit life-cycle savings of $480/kW of system capacity. Assuming the same capacity factor for a 20 kW system, the unit life-cycle savings reach a value of about $1800/kW of power delivered. Thus, the life-cycle savings benefit of larger systems further supports the conclusion of increasing SOFC-CHP system size to target application in multifamily dwellings rather than single-family residences.
Conclusions
The techno-economic optimal design study was carried out through a comprehensive parametric analysis employing detailed system, component, and cost models. Optimal system configurations for application in residential dwellings were identified using life-cycle cost objective functions, and the economic differentiation between system designs was quantified to within a satisfactory degree of resolution/uncertainty. The value of the waste heat was also found to vary from configuration to configuration and ranged from Ϫ$0.005/kWh to $0.035/kWh. Systems with waste heat recovery achieved lower life-cycle costs than their electriconly counterpart in an amount that ranged from 9% to 23%. System configurations characterized by both high efficiency and low capital and life-cycle cost were found to be possible and not mutually exclusive. The optimal system configuration was one that included anode and cathode gas recycles and 100% internal reforming. However, the Case 4b system configuration did not use cathode gas recycle and was considered for further optimization after considerations involving system control, operability, and overall technical risk.
Optimal SOFC operating parameter selection was also examined using LCC minimization on the Case 4b system configuration. Different optimum cell voltages were observed for electriconly systems versus CHP-systems. Electric-only systems typically favored higher cell voltage and higher fuel utilization design points. Lower fuel utilization ͑75% versus 85%͒ is desirable for micro-CHP systems, and the reduced electric efficiency is compensated by the waste heat recovered and the reduced parasitic from higher fuel cell efficiency and lower electrochemical heat release. However, reducing fuel utilization beneath 75% is constrained by satisfying minimum system stoichiometric airflow requirements. Finally, the benefit of economy of scale in terms of life-cycle savings strongly suggests that SOFC-CHP systems be applied in multifamily residential settings in the 10-20 kW size range.
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Nomenclature
A ϭ plant availability ac ϭ ac power C ϭ unit cost, $/kW CF ϭ capacity factor COE ϭ cost-of-electricity, $/kWh dc ϭ direct current power ER ϭ external reforming F ϭ first year operating cost F C ϭ unit fuel cost, $/therm F H ϭ fraction of utilizable thermal energy from fuel cell HHV ϭ higher heating value, J/mol i ϭ inflation rate k ϭ unit conversion constant LCC ϭ life-cycle cost LHV ϭ lower heating value, J/mol MC ϭ levelized annual maintenance cost, $/kWh ṁ ϭ mass flow rate, g/s ṅ ϭ molar flow rate, mol/s P ϭ present worth factor; pressure; annual electricity price, $/kWh Q ϭ thermal energy flow rate, W R F ϭ capital recovery factor S ϭ equipment size T ϭ temperature,°C U F ϭ fuel utilization UA ϭ heat exchanger performance characteristic V ϭ cell voltage; production volume Fig. 11 Sensitivity of normalized life-cycle and capital costs to production volume and system size: "a… LCC sensitivity to production volume and "b… LCC sensitivity to power rating
